
GenCDE + DIVER
“AI Accelerated Data Harmonization and Discovery”

Platforms



Automating the 
tedious parts of 

data science.

01.

02.

Context aware AI

Efficient

Tested on sparse health data, applicable to other domains.

03. Interoperability

04. Harmonization

Orders of magnitude faster and cheaper than competing NIH 
initiatives.

Work across silos without sharing 
protected data.

Fuzzy matching, AI and connections to databases 
through a conversational AI.



AI-approach to context specific data 

harmonization across silos from content types 

to units of measure and acceptable values.
● Automated CDE discovery by fuzzy matching

● Poorly matched abbreviations or text become 

novel data dictionary entries using biomedical 

LLM assistance.

This allows us to build a global data dictionary 

that can be used for rapid dataset 

harmonization past what others do with grueling 

matching and tedious effort.

This research can compliment or accelerate 

other efforts across NIH and beyond.

From discovery to generative CDEs, how DIVER evolved.

Amazing work from 
Syed Shah, Shannon 
Ballard, Hirotaka Iwaki, 
Lana Sargeant and 
Alan Long @ CARD !!!



Sparse data to harmonized data made easy.



Where it started …

Where it went …



Where it is …

Dozens of sparse 
datasets tested.
● Hot off the press test!
● Generally greater than 

85% hit rate (where no 
edits were needed to 
any part of the CDE 
inventory).

● Accomplished months 
of analyst work in a 
single day.

● Highly parallelized code 
but still cost efficient.

● PHI secure.



What’s going on …



Interoperability score
Per study per variable interoperability score.

This flags variables for site level follow-up by analysts.

The score includes the sum of:

● Missingness rate (%) - all

● Threshold tolerance (%) - continuous 

● Binary coding (%) - dummies

● Fuzzy match (%) - categorical



Initial test at NIH has shown that 85% or move of queries need no manual editing.
● Evaluated by multiple NIH collaborators with greater than expected success.

● Poorly matched abbreviations or text become novel data dictionary entries using biomedical LLM assistance.

● Long term of NIH-related research benchmarks accomplished in less than a week of parallel computing and 

automation by comparison, including a manual audit phase.

Exceptional handling of data silos.
● Ingest sparse data dictionary, dataframe headers or just simple abbreviations from analyses.

● Distributed (re-)formatting and outlier flagging.

● Central CDE database for different research areas and contexts is also valuable reference.

This workflow can be deployed in healthcare and beyond to areas such as finance, climate change, 

politics etc. 

● Flexible and modular. 

● Employs multiple context aware agents that are modifiable.

Why does this CDE platform accelerate research?



Data 
Repositories 
and Datasets

The DIVER team @ 
CARD has been busy 

with these 
resources.



DIVER query tool demo @ CARD, now rolling out!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1EMVnFGSvEDZu5BBD8kEEgP2YkKonUJMk/preview


DIVER query tool screen capture (to save time)



DIVER chat interface (previous beta)



Questions?
mike@datatecnica.com

Thanks!
CARD Team + CRISPi Team


